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As a young attorney, I had the opportunity to work for the cals
program started by Lyndon Johnson. This program was one of the
first to provide pro bono assistance in civil matters. The law firm I was
working for at the time actually gave me a paid leave of absence to
participate because they felt doing pro bono was not only a way to
fulfill a debt to society, but also a wonderful opportunity to accelerate
the learning of young lawyers. And they were right. My experience in
the cals office gave me a tremendous amount of courtroom experience. It taught me to be
more efficient. It also allowed me to work on problems that directly affect people’s lives—to
make a real difference.

At Fenwick, we strive to provide that same opportunity; to give our attorneys a chance to tackle
complex issues through pro bono projects that hone their skills while at the same time
performing a highly valued service. We have a firm-wide belief in the importance of pro bono
that extends from our young associates to our most senior partners. I personally have donated
more than 1,400 hours in the past four years on a case that has particular importance to me.
But beyond individual cases, we contribute to our greater community by partnering with
various public groups, in-house legal departments, and local bar associations, including
providing conference space within our own office complex and offering direct financial support.

What we do at Fenwick is broader than what is usually considered pro bono work. It is really
public service. I am very proud of it. I think we all are.

— bill fenwick , Co-Founder
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Portraits of founders Bill Fenwick and Hank West by Drue Kataoka.
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Every practice group—corporate, IP, litigation and tax—is repre-

sented in the types of pro bono projects we handle. Whether help-

ing a small business with limited funds, a non-profit struggling to
survive, or an individual who needs direct representation, our
attorneys approach pro bono projects with the same uncompromising integrity we bring to all our cases to achieve results with
a real impact. It is a natural part of our culture, firmly rooted in
our history of leadership, community involvement and support.
Fenwick & West, in collaboration with Intel and
California Lawyers for the Arts, is a founding member of the steering committee established to
assist the U.S. Patent and Trademark Office (uspto) in launching the California Pro Bono
Patent Program. Fenwick attorneys Stuart Meyer and Sabra-Anne Truesdale are leading the
effort. Scheduled to launch in October of this year, the uspto program will provide low-cost
legal services to independent inventors and small businesses needing to secure their intellectual
property. This partnership plays to one of the strengths of our firm, building on our history of
intellectual property and patent prosecution.
protection for entrepreneurs and inventors

assisting a non - profit merger

int

The Center for Investigative Reporting (cir) finalized a merger
with The Bay Citizen with the help of more than 150 hours of pro bono service by Fenwick
attorneys Mark Porter and Mark Stevens. As a result of the merger, cir is now the nation’s
largest non-profit organization focused on investigative and accountability reporting. The firm
is proud to help this vital news organization continue to provide high-quality, meaningful
reporting that will have an ongoing impact on public discourse both locally and globally.

ion

justice delivered — literally

Jumping
aboard OneJustice’s Justice Bus®, summer
associates and attorneys from Fenwick &
West, in partnership with Facebook,
participated in this innovative program to
deliver direct representation to low-income,
rural Californians. The Justice Bus program
trains law student volunteers and attorneys
who then travel with other attorneys from local legal aid organizations, companies, and firms to rural
locations where legal services are scarce. The Fenwick team, along with Legal Aid of Marin and Fenwick’s
Equal Justice Works Fellow, Joanna Schalleck-Klein, traveled to Point Reyes Station, CA, and, in one day,
provided legal assistance to 23 individuals.

Fighting to protect free speech on the Internet, the Fenwick & West team successfully
helped Democratic Underground, an online political forum, overcome an allegation of copyright
infringement. The case began when Democratic Underground was sued for a five-sentence excerpt from a
news story posted on the Internet. It grew into a counterclaim against Righthaven-backer, Stephens Media.
The long-running Righthaven v. Democratic Underground sparked the dismissal of dozens of baseless lawsuits
by Righthaven claiming copyright ownership. Managing IP magazine recognized the firm for these
accomplishments by presenting us with the 2012 U.S. Copyright Case of the Year award.
victory for fair use

2012 U.S. Copyright Case of the Year Award

tegrity
Fenwick & West, together with the Electronic Frontier Foundation, was proud to accept
this award for our work on Righthaven v. Democratic Underground, presented by Managing
IP magazine. The case represented a victory for free speech rights on the Internet.
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In conjunction with the
Stanford Iraqi Refugee Assistance Project (irap), Fenwick
attorneys Carolyn Slauson Ali and Amna Latif are
providing legal representation to Iraqi refugees. The goal is
to help refugees navigate the rules and processes of
resettlement in the United States and start their lives anew,
free of persecution and harm. The Stanford irap project is
part of a national pro bono effort that coordinates with
law firm partners and fellow irap Chapters both
nationwide and in the Middle East to provide legal assistance to refugees seeking resettlement, as well as those
already settled in the U.S.
advocates for iraqi refugees

Short-listed for an Academy Award and now being broadcast
internationally, the award-winning documentary We Were Here is having outstanding success. Fenwick &
West is proud to have helped filmmaker David Weissman with Fair Use issues in order to bring this
acclaimed cinematic exploration of the aids crisis to audiences around the world.
support for the arts and aids awareness

Outstanding Pro Bono Service Award for 2012
Fenwick & West was recognized this year by the U.S. District Court and
the Bar Association of San Francisco’s Volunteer Legal Services Program
(vlsp) for valuable service to the Federal Pro Bono Project, particularly in
Goodwin v. California Department of Corrections in which we successfully
represented a 7-year-old boy in a wrongful death suit involving his father
against two doctors.

With the goal of helping to end homelessness, Fenwick
attorneys provided significant pro bono legal counsel to Shelter Network and InnVision the Way Home in the
transaction to unite these two long-standing non-profits. The new entity, InnVision Shelter Network (ivsn), is
now one of the largest and most effective shelter/housing and support service providers in Northern California,
assisting over 20,000 homeless men, women, and children annually.

legal counsel to service providers for the homeless

CALIFORNIA LAWYER
(CLAY) AWARDS
OF THE YEAR
Much of our firm’s pro bono work springs from the personal passions and
commitments of our individual attorneys. Two such attorneys—each motivated
by an intense desire to provide justice to the underserved—have not only
created opportunities for many of us to contribute our skills to a worthy
cause, but they have also been individually recognized for their achievements.
We thank them for their past efforts, for the honor they have brought to the
firm and for the good work they continue to do.
Vic Schachter=2008 California Lawyer of the Year
Employment Partner Vic Schachter was recognized with a clay Award in the alternative
dispute resolution category for his volunteer work with the Institute for the Study and
Development of Legal Systems (isdls) establishing court annexed mediation and case
management programs in India. Vic continues this work today, with the goal of
introducing the successful mediation models developed in Delhi and Bangalore to major cities and smaller
districts throughout India. It is particularly promising that many lawyers and judges in India have embraced
the concepts of alternative dispute resolution, and more than 50,000 cases have already been processed.

Mitchell Zimmerman=2009 California Lawyer of the Year
Mitchell Zimmerman was honored with a clay award in the pro bono category for his
extraordinary dedication and achievement. A pioneer of pro bono at Fenwick, for 22 years
Mitchell represented Earl Duncan, an inmate sentenced to death in 1986. Mitchell’s team
tenaciously worked to contest seemingly airtight evidence. In 2008, the Ninth Circuit
acknowledged the significance of new blood-type evidence provided by Mitchell, which proved Duncan had
not committed the act. His sentence was overturned, and the jury’s special circumstance finding was set aside,
opening the possibility that Duncan could become eligible for parole.
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Ongoing Programs—Taking

excell

When pro bono programs we start take on a life of their own, it reinforces
our commitment to excellence in all we do. Seeing a carefully developed

project become an ongoing, self-sustaining program means our efforts
today will provide benefits for people for years to come. It is a reward for
both the people we serve—and for all of us at the firm.
facebook and fenwick bringing healthcare to seniors and the disabled

Building on a program we began last year in partnership with the
Legal Aid Society of San Mateo County, Fenwick & West attorneys are
now partnering with Facebook to help low-income seniors and the
disabled obtain access to health care. Through monthly Share of Cost
Health Care Clinics, we work directly with individuals to help them
identify ways to qualify for health care and take full advantage of their
benefits. This latest partnership with Facebook ensures that this worthy project can continue to bring vital
health care services to those who most need them.

on

Since 2009, we have worked
closely with the Corporate Pro Bono Organization (cpbo)
and the San Francisco Bay Chapter of the Association of
Corporate Counsel (acc-sfba) to host several cpbo Clinics
in a Box. In these one-day clinics, Fenwick attorneys provide
an overview of corporate, tax, intellectual property and
employment law to in-house counsel who in turn help
Executive Directors of non-profit organizations. Our attorneys remain on hand throughout the day to
answer questions. We are committed to hosting these clinics on a regular basis throughout the year.

clinic in a box sm going strong

lence
ence a step further

tax - aid for low - income individuals

Low-income individuals who need
help with tax returns can come and
receive one-on-one assistance at
regularly held Tax-Aid sessions at the
East Palo Alto ymca. Attorneys from
across our practice groups are on
hand to help Bay Area residents with
their tax needs. Last year alone, we
served more than 130 clients who
received over $232,000 in refunds.

After making Clinic in a Boxsm a cornerstone of its own pro bono
work, Hewlett Packard has continued to explore pro bono opportunities with us, including Citizen Schools. For
instance, this past spring HP offered an afterschool moot court course to low-income students.
hewlett packard partnership in progress

After attending our 2010 Celebrate Pro Bono Week event, Google established its own
pro bono program. The first project was a joint sponsorship with Fenwick and Senior Adults Legal
Assistance of a one-day clinic to help seniors at the Mountain View Senior Center with advance health care
directives. Google and Fenwick will also team up to participate in the Law Foundation of Silicon Valley’s
Eviction Defense Clinic.
google collaboration

ngoing
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Inspired by the initial pro bono work of a few dedicated individuals,
over the years Fenwick attorneys have taken advantage of significant

opportunities to join together in achieving successful outcomes for

all types of people in need. Our ability to compete externally while

collaborating internally has meant favorable results of which we
are very proud. Here are some of the highlights.

2008

Fenwick attorneys partnered with the legal service organization
Public Interest Law Firm (pilf) to represent a class of inmates in a successful lawsuit against
Santa Clara County. This resulted in a settlement, as well as sweeping policy changes in the
administration of the Inmate Welfare Fund (iwf). The award granted $1.5 million in restitution
and over $1 million in new monies to the iwf.

inmate welfare funds restored

2006

Conservative advocacy group, The Liberty Counsel, claimed a
blogger’s parody of a billboard promoting the traditional values of Exodus International, a
Christian ministry, violated the organization’s intellectual property rights. Fenwick & West
countered by asserting the blogger’s First Amendment right to express his opinions through
parody. The Liberty Counsel then dropped its claim in an episode that was widely publicized
in the New York Times and USA Today.

defending free speech

2005

When non-profit
Downhill Battle joined former leaders of the Southern Civil
Rights Movement in a copyright dispute regarding the
famous civil rights documentary, Eyes on the Prize: America’s
Civil Rights Years (1954-65), Fenwick & West provided pro
bono counsel in negotiating a resolution of the dispute.

victory for fair use and civil rights

boratio
boration

Supporting Election Protection Since 2004

Fenwick & West attorneys, led by Robert Brownstone, are proud to
be working with the non-partisan Election Protection coalition.
From manning call centers to acting as on-site advisors to writing
amicus briefs, Fenwick has donated more than 2,300 hours of service
in more than 20 states over the past eight years. This election year,
our direct pro bono client is Verified Voting Foundation (vvf), a key
coalition member focused on voting machine and data security
issues. We will continue to work with vvf post-election.

2001

In Patient Doe v. City and County of San Francisco, et al., Fenwick &
West succeeded in securing a monetary award for Patient Doe whose intimate medical details had been
disclosed to a collection agency in the course of a billing dispute. The case also resulted in the issuance
of a written directive to all Bureau of Delinquent Revenue (bdr) employees that medical records with
a patient’s diagnosis or reason for treatment can only be provided to collection agencies with the
explicit written release of the patient.
protecting medical records

1995

In Cruz v. Vasquez, we joined the Public Interest Law Firm (pilf) to
file suit in U.S. District Court on behalf of 56 former inmates who suffered from sexual harassment
and abuse by male guards at the Santa Clara County Women’s Correctional Facility in Milpitas,
California. The final settlement was more than $1.1 million in damages and attorneys’ fees. The court
also granted injunctive relief directing the prison to modify shower and toilet facilities to increase
privacy and to institute policies and training that would prevent the recurrence of such abuses.
preventing sexual harassment
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The Ninth Circuit Court of Appeals gives our associates an opportunity to
sharpen their written and oral advocacy skills while providing invaluable service. To date, we’ve
handled 27 cases in the Ninth Circuit Pro Bono Program, including:

ninth circuit wins

n

Freidman v. Boucher— After the trial court had dismissed the suit of a client who had been forced

to give a dna sample without cause, we obtained reversal of the dismissal, allowing our client to
proceed with his civil rights claim.

n

McGary v. Culpepper— We represented a civilly committed person who sought damages based on

his treatment while committed. We obtained reversal of the magistrate judge’s order dismissing
the complaint and successfully reinstated the client.
n

Chaiban v. Mukasey— A man whose parents brought him to live in the U.S. at the age of three,
but had not applied for citizenship on his behalf, was deported to Lebanon, a country where he had
never lived and where he was subjected to torture before escaping. Upon his return, he sought
review of his removal, only to be denied by the Board of Immigration Appeals. Our litigation team
successfully persuaded the Ninth Circuit to remand the matter to the bia for review of its merits.

Fenwick & West also participates in the Federal Circuit Bar Association’s
Pro Bono Referral Program, which includes patent appeals from district courts and from the U.S.
Patent & Trademark Office. In Alfred Salazar v. the Proctor & Gamble Co., our attorneys represented
an inventor in an appeal to the Federal Circuit from a grant of summary judgment of
noninfringement in defendant’s favor, obtaining a reversal and remand in a precedential opinion.
teaming up with the fcba

Fenwick & West Pro Bono Leader in Action
Managing Partner, IP and Litigation Partner, was a member of the
Legal Services Corporation Pro Bono Task Force and co-chair of the Technology
Subcommittee. The subcommittee focused on how to utilize technology best
practices to improve and broaden pro bono services.
kate fritz,

Y

EQUAL JUSTICE WORKS FELLOWS—
HONORING

TEAMWORK

For over a decade, Fenwick & West has been proud to sponsor
Equal Justice Works Fellowships, which make it possible for a
young attorney to devote two years of their early career to social
justice issues in California.
2001=2003 | Molly Dunn, Legal Services for Children (lsc)
2003=2005 | Brooke Heymach, Legal Aid Society of San Mateo County
2005=2007 | Laureen Laglagaron, Asian Pacific Islander (api) Outreach
2007=2009 | Greta Hansen, aclu of Northern California
2009=2011 | Nina Farnia, Impact Fund
2011=2013 | Joanna Schalleck-Klein, Legal Aid of Marin

Left to right: Brooke Heymach, Laureen Laglagaron, Greta Hansen, Nina Farnia, Joanna Schalleck-Klein.
Not pictured: Molly Dunn
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PAST AWARDS

2005 | Public Interest
Counsel Champion
Award

2006 | Asian Pacific Islander
Legal Outreach
Legal Impact Award
2007 | Pro Bono Project
Foundation Award
2009 | sccba Salsman
Award

2010 | California Lawyers
for the Arts Artistic
License Award
2010 | Wiley W. Manuel
Award

2010 | sccba Pro Bono
Initiative Award
2010 | sccba Pro Bono
Services Award

2011 | State Bar of
California’s
Campaign for Justice
in Support of The
Justice Gap Fund
Award

The pro bono work we do today is inspired by our history of
helping individuals and organizations that might otherwise not be
able to afford legal counsel. From the beginning, we have been a
firm focused on people—people with new ideas, high goals and an
entrepreneurial spirit. As such, we have always encouraged our
attorneys to apply their professional expertise to the causes and
cases that are most meaningful to them.
In the late 1990s, we took that encouragement a step further by
formalizing our pro bono committee and crediting billable hours
for pro bono work. Since 2001, we have been a dedicated sponsor
of Equal Justice Works Fellowships. In 2005, we created a formal
pro bono awards ceremony and instituted an internal pro bono
challenge asking attorneys to pledge at least 50 hours of pro bono
work a year. We also hired a dedicated, full-time pro bono
professional. These changes created a culture of pro bono at the
firm and significantly increased the breadth of attorneys who
undertook pro bono work, as well as the number of overall pro
bono hours. The result is that we now have a firm-wide pro bono
program with a global reach.

As we celebrate 40 years of commitment to excellence as a firm, it is
rewarding to review our current pro bono efforts and reflect on our
past pro bono successes. It not only makes us proud of what we
have achieved, it reaffirms our belief in the importance of using our
knowledge and skills to give back to our community and create
opportunities for others.
— gordy davidson , Firm Chair
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Our collective success in pro bono work is due to the outstanding
efforts of a number of individuals over the years. Congratulations
to all pro bono associates and partners of the year.
Tyler Baker

Laurence Pulgram

Emmett Stanton

Virginia DeMarchi

Tracy Randall

Betsy White

Kate Fritz

Saundra Riley

Shulamite Shen White

Lisa Kenkel

Vic Schachter

Mitchell Zimmerman

For more information regarding our pro bono work, ongoing projects and
partnership opportunities, please contact:
julie park ,

Pro Bono Director
650-335-7244 | jjpark@fenwick.com

patrick e . premo ,

Litigation Partner | Chair of Pro Bono Program |
Member, Santa Clara County Bar Association Pro Bono Task Force
650-335-7963 | ppremo@fenwick.com
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